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ABSTRACT

Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) is the concept that farmers or irrigation 

water users participate with Irrigation Department or relevant irrigation management 

organization on decision making and conducting irrigation activities in aspects of 

construction and operation and maintenance as mutually agreed or determined.

Farmers or farmer organization can participate with irrigation department in four 

stages such as project planning stage, pre-contract stage, construction stage and 

operation and maintenance stage. In this research the focus is on how effective fanner 

participation is in miner irrigation construction

Literature Review in this research carried out according to the research objectives. 

Literature findings and discussion of direct involve officers in Provincial Irrigation 

Department, North Central Province, through developing a questionnaire. Here in data 

collection is aimed at three categories such as management staff, beneficiaries having 

successful projects and beneficiaries having unsuccessful projects. All beneficiaries 

covered six divisional secretaries.

The research concludes that there were many factors should improve for the 

successfulness of beneficiary participation projects in minor irrigation construction. 

The findings have emphasized on training programs for beneficiaries about 

construction principles. Farmer organization should be strengthening in financially 

and pay monthly bill. Communication should develop with farmers such as monthly 

site meetings, frequently site visits etc. Management staff should give continuous 

support to maintain the cash flow of FOs during the construction process and should 

be aware politician and policy makers.

Key words: Beneficiary Participation, Participatory Irrigation Management, Minor 

Irrigation Construction Projects,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research background1.1

Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) has been the main strategy for the 

irrigation, agricultural and socioeconomic development in the world including Sri 

Lanka. Labour based method for irrigation construction is widely used in Sri Lanka in 

ancient time. The small irrigation systems like small tanks and anicut systems were 

originally constructed by people, as a reliable source of water of their agricultural 

needs which is completely depends on rainfall. Therefore, small irrigation systems 

can be regarded as farmer managed systems historically. Even the major irrigation 

systems constructed by ancient kings had certain farmer involved management 

systems. This is because water distribution in canals cannot be done without the 

participation of farmers. (Jinapala 2002)

The Rural Economy in Sri Lanka has revolved around paddy cultivation. Rice 

farming is not merely a livelihood; it is considered to be a way of life. With the advent 

of the colonial rule, the domestic agricultural sector, especially fanning in the dry 

zone areas was neglected. The extent of land under paddy is estimated as 574,000 ha. 

About 240,000 ha which is nearly 50% of the total, falls into the category of minor 

irrigation systems. The minor irrigation schemes are categorized as schemes that cater 

to extents less than 80ha in a particular system. About 90% of the holdings under 

major and minor irrigation schemes are below 0.4 ha supporting about one million 

small-scale subsistence farm families. (Wijesekara. Chandrasena and Wanigasekara

1998)

All irrigation works were divided into major and minor work by Ordinance No. 32 of 

1946. Minor work was those constructed by proprietors without government aid or 

with the aid of masonry work and sluices supplied free of charge by the government, 

which were maintained by the proprietors. The maintenance of all major irrigation 

works then became the total responsibility of the government (the Irrigation 

Department), and proprietors became liable to pay rates. While the cultivators in these 

major schemes still bad to undertake a measure of maintenance work in regard to their 

own distributor cannels and field channels, they were at the mercy of state officials
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for the proper maintenance not only of the headvvork but also of structures (gates, 

sluices, etc.) and main channels. In this regard they had little control or say. Indeed 

the proprietors were even unaware of maintenance programs formulated by ihe 

Irrigation Department (ID). Seasonal paddy cultivation had to be done regardless if 

the maintenance work had been undertaken or had been carried out satisfactorily by 

the ID. This unsatisfactory position did not change with the definition of a major work 

by Ordinance No. I of 1951 as "an irrigation work constructed and maintained by or 

under the authority of the Director of Irrigation with money provided by Parliament." 

Inadequacy of funds and their misuse resulted in poor maintenance. While such is the 

position regarding major works, the maintenance of all other schemes (minor works) 

remained the total responsibility of the proprietors themselves. The Agrarian Serv ices 

Act defined an irrigation work commanding less than 200 acres as a minor scheme. 

(Abeywicrema 1986) Under the thirteen amendment of the Sri Lankan constitutional 

in 1988, power of the miner and medium irrigation construction and rehabilitation 

imposed under the provincial council.

Historically, the minor tanks have played a vital role in cultivation of crops in the dry 

zone of Sri Lanka. Due to lack of maintenance of the head-works and distribution 

system, a good majority of these tanks are not in full functional capacity and require 

significant improvement or rehabilitation for them to again play a major role in the 

agricultural production for the nation. The present status of the farmers or land owners 

under minor irrigation systems prevents them from venturing in to the rehabilitation 

of such tanks due to financial limitations and as such the government interference in 

the interest of the nation is essential. The government of Sri Lanka and foreign 

agencies programmed from time to time had been extending support in this task. The 

approach commonly practiced had been where support is extended for both 

rehabilitation and maintenance. The biggest drawback of this approach had been the 

necessity of continuous government support to sustain these irrigation systems rather 

than developing self-reliant farming systems (Wijesekara, Chandrasena and 

Wanigasekara 1998)

It is very clear that government would require improve maintain and efficient use of 

capacity of miner irrigation system to increase the harvest and the upgrade living 

standard of the farming families. Government launched several foreign funded
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projects also to improve the small (minor) tanks too in Northern Province and North 

Central Province such as Conflict Affected Regent Emergency (CARE) Project 

(2010-2013), Emergency Natural Disaster Rehabilitation Project (ENDRP) (2011 - 

2013) and Pro-Economic Advancement and Community Enhancement (PEACE) 

Project (2007-201 I). PEACE project attempts to increase the direct involvement of 

the beneficiaries, mainly in the construction works providing opportunities for 

learning and execution of rehabilitation activities.

In the interest of project sustainability, or to achieve certain specific social objectives, 

such as creating employment opportunities in the area it is desirable to call for the 

participation of local communities in the Procurement procedures. Subject to the 

above and on the recommendation of a committee comprising two nominees of the 

Head of Department and the Divisional Secretary of the location, the Procuring Entity 

may entrust construction works to approved direct contracting to Community Based 

Organizations (CBO) subject to the conditions. (NPAGuidelines 2006)

Final goal of Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) implementation is 

participation in water management and irrigation activity implementation among 

farmers to achieve expected benefits as follows;

I. New irrigation structure construction and existing system rehabilitation will 

be in conform to both farmers’ requirement and irrigation engineering principle.

2. Farmers and local administrative organizations have a sense of ownership of 

irrigation projects which is a significant key leading participation on operation and 

maintenance in concrete form and sustainable.

3. The efficiency and effectiveness of operation and maintenance is increased 
that water is allocated as required by farmers thoroughly, fairly and economically.

4. Irrigation systems are well maintained to perform perfectly and durable.

5. Farmers in irrigable area earn stable and more income.

6. Reduce conflict among farmers.

7. Reduce conflicts between people and the government sector.

8. Strengthen farmers and local organization.

l). Water management is as sustainable irrigation.

3



Objectives1.3

Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) is worldwide accepted and implementing 

process for infrastructure development. Involvement of beneficiaries is very important 

in PIM system. Legal provision also established for PIM in Sri Lanka. In minor 

irrigation system farmers’ participation is very high in water management. The 

researcher is very interest in involvement of farmers to rehabilitation of minor 

irrigation projects. Hence, the following broad objectives were set for research.

1 To identify barriers for farmers’ contribution of minor irrigation rehabilitation 

projects.

2 To make some suggestion to improve farmers’ participation in minor irrigation 

rehabilitation projects.

Methodology
In this research qualitative approach is done to explore the research topic. Detailed 

Literature Review was carried out to determine the factors effecting on successful 

beneficiary participation projects and what are the legal provision for participator} 

irrigation management. It was reviewed after informal interviews with few 

management staff officers of directly involvement in minor irrigation rehabilitation 

projects. Finally, the questionnaire was prepared according to the factors identified in 

literature review and preliminary interviews.

1.4

Prepared questionnaire was distributed among the minor irrigation management staff 

and beneficiaries having successful completed projects and beneficiaries having 

unsuccessful projects which are identified earlier. Data was collected from three 

categories separately and analysis according to those categories.

1.5 Main findings

This study found that most of the questions in questionnaire are affected to 

effectiveness of beneficiary participation and some are not adverse situation. 

Experience of the beneficiaries about of minor irrigation construction projects is not 

accepted level, f inancial capacities of farmer organizations are not sufficient to 

maintain the cash How of the projects and payment procedure also long.
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Communication with farmer organizations should be improved. Third party 

involvements also are there in construction projects.

Summary

In this section. I discuss the structure of the thesis. Thesis consists of five chapters. 

They are Introduction. Literature Review. Methodology. Data Analysis and 

Discussion and Conclusion and Recommendation.

1.6

Chapter one includes introduction to the study. It describes research background, 

problem definition, objectives of the research, methodology of the research, and main 

findings. Further, it included chapter summery summarizing all the chapters.

Chapter two illustrates the Literature Review of the focus study area of this research. 

This chapter broadens discusses about History of the Participator)' Irrigation 

Management, benefits of PIM, beneficiary participation in rural development projects. 

Further, the chapter widely discussed building farmer organizations, farmer 

organization strength, and performance of the farmer organization. Finally the chapter 

describes institutional efforts at participatory management, government policy in PIM 

and strategies to promote community participation.

Chapter three describes Methodology of the research. It discusses interview survey of 

the staffs and beneficiaries identify possible parameters and questioner development. 

Further this chapter describes data collection and data analysis of the research.

Chapter four illustrates data analysis and discussion of the collected data for the 

research. The chapter aims to detail analysis of each questions of identified possible 

key parameters such that Experience of the beneficiaries. Financial capacities. 

Resources. Communication with beneficiaries, Payment procedure. Time 

Management by the Beneficiaries, Third Party Involvement and Quality. Finally, the 

results are discussed under each parameter.

Chapter five explains conclusion and recommendation the findings of the research in 

concise manner referring to the objectives defined in the first chapter. Moreover, the 

author attempts to made comprehensive conclusion on result and made some 

recommendation lor effective beneficiary participation on minor irrigation

6
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construction projects. Finally, author discusses some potential extensions of this study 

that can be incorporated for any further research.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Gene nil2.1

Beneficiary participation irrigation projects are defined by different authors in 

different angles. In this literature review found that following wordings closer 

meaning and supportive documents for the research topic.

• History of the participatory irrigation management.

® Benefits of the PI M.

® Farmer organization strength and building.

® Performance of the farmer organization,

• Institutional efforts of P1M,

® Government policy in participatory management and

© Strategies to promote participation.

In general, it was found that costs for community-contracted micro-projects were 

normally very close to being on target. The quality of infrastructure and service 

provision also tends to be superior to that envisioned by local government engineers. 

However, project duration generally exceeded the target, but was still comparable to 

conventional contracts. The overall performance of the community-partnered micro- 

projects was found to be comparable or better than the conventional micro-contracts; 

in addition, the performance of these projects in terms of socio-economic elements 

was likely to far exceed that of the conventional micro-projects (Sohil and Baldwin

2004).

Limited water resources, concerns regarding environmental quality and planning 

under potential climate change w ith its increasing variability and uncertainty, poses 

kinds of challenges, by making the development process more complex. 

Integrated Water Resources Management for efficient, equitable and environmentally 

sustainable use of resources requires transparent and inclusive participation of all the

various
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stakeholders to avoid potential conflicts as the demands grow and resources dwindle. 

Managing water efficiently and effectively requires that all the stakeholders cooperate 

in jointly operating, managing, and protecting a common water resource (Suresh and 

Avinash 2008)

Indigenous expertise in on-farm water management is widespread in the region. Most 

traditional and indigenous irrigation systems are characteristically single-source, 

single-user systems, in which the farmer is the sole user of his water source (which 

may be a small, open well, for example). Irrigation systems which exhibit the 

combined characteristics of sustained user benefits and high w ater use efficiencies are 

generally those in which the individual farmer has full control over access to water 

and the liming of applications. However, increasing water scarcity and unchecked 

population growth in the region will increasingly necessitate the use of shared water 

sources for irrigated production. Unfortunately for the region, traditional models of 

single-source, multiple-user systems (Norman 1997)

2.2 History of Participatory Irrigation Management

2.2.1 New Era of Participatory Irrigation Management

Between the period 16th Century to first half of the twentieth Century , and in the 

wake of development of large scale irrigation systems under the colonial governance, 

the onus of providing irrigation and ownership of infrastructure shifted to the 

governments. Even in the post-colonial periods in many countries, large number of 

public managed irrigation schemes built in the second half of the 20th century did not 

have their roots into the cultural and social perceptions of the people.

In most developing countries, Large-Scale Irrigation (LSI) schemes have been 

managed by stale bureaucracies and by formal irrigation institutions. Under such 

structures, system management often fails to respond to the needs of users, 

particularly of smallholders. Due to lack of resources allocated to running and 

maintenance of LSI and their consequent deteriorating conditions, one of the major 

institutional reforms introduced, especially by the financing agencies like the World 

Bank and Asian Development Bank in the eighties was “Participatory Irrigation 

Management" (PIM).

9
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Participation is defined as a process through which stakeholders’ influence and share 

control of development initiatives and of decisions and resources that affect them and 

PIM approach is expected to deliver a number of positive outcomes and impacts like 

empowering farmers, better system maintenance and service, reducing cost of 

irrigation to the government, and higher water productivity and profitable agriculture. 

The magnitude of such outcomes and impacts and the degree of PI VI reform success 

and sustainability varied across settings and depended on a number of factors such as 

clarity and strength of institutional and legal framework, higher level political will 

and local level leadership, financial and technical resources, access to support 

services, incentive system, capacity building and training etc.

During last three four decades many countries especially Bangladesh. China. India. 

Indonesia. Iran, Mexico. Nepal. Pakistan, Philippines. Thailand. Turkey. Senegal. 

South Africa. Sri Lanka and Vietnam look initiative in introducing participator}, 

irrigation management (P1 iVl) approach with an intension of participatory managed 

LSI. However, in many cases the concept of participation by farmers is considered as 

alien to the culture and is introduced as one of the many imposed institutional reforms 

and strategies that were expected to improve the performance of the contemporary 

irrigation sector. (Suresh and Avinash 2008)

2.3 Benefits

The benefits of community participation particularly apply to routine maintenance, 

which suits the skill profile of farming communities and can be adapted to fit in with 

the agricultural calendar.

Participation will be dependent on the ability of the community council to enforce 

local labour -levy by-laws and organize works. Therefore, if people default on the 

work they have to pay a fine or carry out the work at a later date. For wealthy 

households thex may decide to pay the fine or pay others to do the work. 

Unfortunately, in many rural communities these labour-levy by-laws are unpopular 

and are not enforced. (Wattain 1998)

;
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2.3.1 Reduced Government Expenditure

One of the most noted effects is the reduction in government staff and expenditure 

requirements, due to farmer management and contributions of cash, labor and 

materials. Farmers' Associations have proved more effective collectors of user fees 

than government agencies. It is not unusual for farmers to be willing to pay more than 

the original user rates after transfer of the system to their control. However, increased 

collection of fees does not motivate farmer participation. Participation must also result 

in direct benefits to participants.

2.3.2 Sustainability

Building irrigation systems which are wanted, supported and owned by users 

themselves provides the best assurance of sustainability. Physical and fiscal 

sustainability of the irrigation system beyond the project is enhanced when operation 

and maintenance costs are met from user fees rather than high levels of government 

subsidy

2.3.3 Costs and Risks

Efforts to introduce participation are not without costs for mobilizing field staff, 

training and organizing farmers and carrying out socioeconomic research. 

Nevertheless, these additional costs are usually offset by subsequent savings in 

construction costs and higher loan repayment rates.

A bigger problem can be the additional lime needed to establish a participator} 

approach and get the project off the ground, especially in the absence of existing local 

democratic institutions. Developing farmer organizations is often a slow process, less 

under the project's control than constructing dams or delivery structures. Once the 

Participatory Approach has been established, however, it is not unusual for 

participation actually to reduce the implementation period. The ty pical causes of delay 

in implementing non-participatory projects difficulties in negotiating rights of way. 

and obstruction by farmers or local politicians are eliminated by effective 

participatory processes. (Ruth and Richard 1995)

11



2.4 Beneficiary Participation in Rural Development Projects

According lo the Bernard Heck Guidelines on Beneficiary Participation in 

Agricultural ami Rural Development, in mid-seventies there was a growing awareness 

that various approaches for rural development like community development, 

integrated rural development and basic needs did not result in substantial rural poverty 

alleviation, Even subsequent efforts made in some countries such as rural works, 

concessional credit, rural employment programmes did not improve the plight ot the 

poor on a sustained basis. Economic growth was insufficiently combined with equity 

or just distribution of benefits.

International, government and non-governmental agencies realized more and more 

that the main reason of many unsuccessful development projects was the lack of 

active, effective and lasting participation of the intended beneficiaries. Consequently, 

several agencies started to promote the participation of people, in particular 

disadvantaged women and men, in development through various programmes, mostly 

on a pilot basis.

In these Guidelines the vast literature and considerable experience which by now exist 

regarding popular participation and participatory rural development in general cannot, 

of course be reviewed: only some key notes mainly on beneficiary participation in 

projects are given here

(1) Encourage people to make them more responsive to development programmes 

and lo encourage local initiatives and self-help

(2) Involving people as much as possible actively in the decision-making process 

which regards their development

(3) Organizing group action to give to excluded disadvantaged people control over 

resources, access lo services and bargaining power

(4) Promoting the involvement of people in the planning and implementation of 

development efforts as w ell as in the sharing of their benefits

(5) In more general, descriptive terms; “the involvement of a significant number of 

persons in situations or actions w'hich enhance their well-being, e.g. their income, 

security or self-esteem”

There ‘s furthermore a w ide range of approaches in development projects to bring 

participation into practice.

12
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2,4.1 Induced Involvement

The strategy, design and work plan of a project are predetermined and the intended 

beneficiaries arc encouraged to participate in its activities and obtain certain benefits. 

In various projects people are invited to make contributions of labour and/or other 

resources which are also seen as a form of costs haring.

2.4.2 Group Formation

The project has a specific objective to help to create a new or strengthen existing selt- 

formed and self-run groups and organizations through which the rural poor gain 

access to resources, inputs and services and participate actively in the project, also by 

means of self-proposed actions. This latter type of full participation leads also for 

empowering of the poor: through their groups and organizations they obtain not only 

access to resources, but also decision-making and bargaining power as well as a base 

for sustained self-development efforts.

In accordance the Bernard Heck on this key issue and on the basis of the foregoing 

considerations, by participation in an agricultural or rural development project or 

programme is meant in these Guidelines that the intended beneficiaries, in particular 

the rural disadvantaged people, contribute to the planning of a project or programme, 

participate actively in its implementation and evaluation and share fully in its benefits. 

There is by now overwhelming evidence that such participation cannot effectively 

take place on an individual basis, but needs a structure consisting of existing and/or 

new, self-created and self-managed groups or organizations. This implies of course 

the right of free association and also the full participation of women on an equal basis 

with men.

At present there is a widespread consensus chat effective beneficiary participation is 

practically indispensable to render a project successful. However, relatively a few 

projects have an explicit design to attain effective participation. In fact, the existing 

development projects dealing with rural people can broadly be divided in two 

categories. They are Conventional Projects and Participatory Projects.

13
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2.4.3 Conventional Projects

These include objectives and components for productive and other activities such as 

training, extension, credit, irrigation and try to involve the intended beneficiaries in 

these activities in order to achieve the project objectives. The projects of this category 

have pre-designed project frameworks (objectives, action plans, inputs, outputs and 

time schedules) mainly based upon top-down planning. Many of them are large-scale, 

capital-intensive and heavily staffed. The projects are meant for all people in a certain 

area who are mostly not consulted beforehand on their needs and desires. As the 

projects focus moreover more on macro-economic than on social aspects and the 

poorer people's necessities, they yield mainly benefits to the better-off locals.

2.4.4 Participatory Projects

These deliberately promote participation which consequently is explicitly 

incorporated in their objectives, approach and methodology.

The distinction between these two types of projects results mainly from the fact that in 

practice participation is basically conceived either as a means or as an end and in 

some cases in both ways.

Conventional Projects which by and large still prevail are predominant!) production- 

oriented and participation, when considered in the project design, is regarded as a 

means to achieve certain productive objectives which are pre-determined by an 

outside agency.

In a number of less conventional projects there are graduations of a partial 

participatory approach: the rural poor may have been consulted on their needs, 

aspirations, potentials and willingness, and may also be involved somehow in project 

implementation. Basically, they are expected to participate, however, to varying 

extents in project benefits. These partial participatory approaches are certain!) very 

useful and may help to avoid project failure: it may also lead to increased 

participation in the future.

Mow is participation as an end in concrete expressed in the objectives of participatory 

projects? The common essential elements in the overall objectives are the following: 

to raise the family income and standards of living of low income rural people: to 

Identify and appl) for this purpose a sub-village development approach for and with
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the intended beneficiaries by actively involving them in development through the 

promotion of economic and social need-fulfilling group activities.

The common essential elements in the specific objectives are:

• To help identify, plan and implement employment and income generating and 

other group activities for small farmers, tenants, fishermen and/or labourers:

• To assist the beneficiaries to organize themselves into self-run groups and 

organizations in such ways that firstly they have (increased) access to 

programmes of training, credit, inputs, marketing and processing as well as 

education, health and sanitation and. secondly, they can more and more satisfy 

their economic and social needs and become eventually self-reliant:

• To assist line departments and other agencies including banks and NGOs to 

increase their effectiveness to better serve the rural weak, to develop 

innovative farm and also off-farm income-raising activities, and to encourage 

self-development efforts;

• To develop a strategy for expanding the successful features of the project in 

the country.

The important elements found in the practice of participator) development projects 

are the following:

Process instead of project approach: Conventional Projects are usually planned 

too much in detail over a too short time span to obtain tangible results and spread 

effects. A participatory project can substantially contribute to solve these problems b\ 

replacing or at least complementing the standard project approach b\ the process 

approach and to conceive a project as the first phase of a longer process enacted and 

sustained by a rolling programme. The project design must accordingly be more 

flexible and such that it can be expanded and replicated in similar areas w ith minimal 

outside assistance and recurrent costs.

I)

fhe target group is predominantly or exclusively formed by the rural 

disadvantaged people. However, also non-poor or belter-off rural people as well as 

government and NGO officials are to be actively involved in various project actions, 

in particular to improve the delivery of services and facilities to the target group and 

to learn from each other.

2)
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Education for participation which is given in addition to the teacher-student 

types of training provided in conventional projects to transfer technical know-how. A 

major objective of the educational process is poor will gradual!) become critical!) 

aware of their economic and social conditions, the causes of their deprivation and 

dependency syndrome as well as their potentials to change their plight through joint 

efforts by clustering into small action groups. Participator) Education attempts to 

develop capabilities among the beneficiaries to strive for full participation as well as 

self-development particularly when the project is over.

The structuring of the target group by means of group formation and group 

action. This entails strengthening of existing groups or organizations and/or the 

promotion of new. self-created and self-managed ones. The existing groups may be 

traditional groupings, farmer associations, cooperatives, women's, youth and village 

groups and/or trade unions. The groups and organizations which ma\ later on 

somehow federate form the basis for sustained participation and can be regarded also 

as a “receiving system’' through which the poorer people can mobilize their own 

resources and be “reached” effectively bv any development agency.

Resource Mobilization by group members which includes pooling of know

how'. ideas, assets, savings and/or labour as well as obtaining services and facilities 

like training and credit. This is done in a gradual learning process.

Economic and Social Activities. Starting with small, low-risk, well-known 

income-raising and socio-cultural group activities of any feasible type, the groups w ill 

undertake gradualI) larger, more complex ones, also on an inter-group basis.

The Inclusion of Group Promoters in or attached to the project staff w ith the 

following two main roles: a) to help develop the economic and other activities of 

project groups and facilitate their access to resources and services; b) to help develop 

adequate participatory education and training activities for, with and between 

beneficiaries in order to increase critical awareness and stimulate meaningful and 

increasingly independent group actions. The above roles could best be performed by 

specific change agents who work exclusively and directly with the beneficiaries and 

their groups to enhance participation. In projects which unfortunately have no 

arrangements and or funds to recruit group promoters, the roles of the latter could be 

performed in part b\ ad-hoe trained technical project staff.

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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Promotion of Self-reliance and Self-development. The relationships between 

supporting government, NGO and project staff and the intended beneficiaries is 

deliberately shaped in such ways that self-reliance and self-development are 

encouraged amongst the target group and dependence on project inputs is gradually 

reduced. Project staff members encourage the beneficiary groups to identify 

themselves problems and seek adequate solutions and actions. Self-reliant groups are 

the main indicator for a successful participatory project.

The Development of Coordination and Cooperation Mechanisms which enable 

the beneficiaries to participate actively in as many project actions as possible. The 

latter include identification of needs and potentials, setting of project objectives, 

planning and carrying out of activities as well as monitoring and evaluation. The 

project avoids thus by all means to become just only a delivery vehicle.

The above are all important elements in any project design to attain full participation: 

they are, however, not all indispensable for certain forms of “minor” or partial 

participation. (Heck 2003)

8)

9)

2.5 Building Effective Farmers' Organizations

Teams of trained specialists acting as community organizers have proved to be the 

most successful catalysts in participatory irrigation projects. Wherever possible, 

existing organizational capacity' should be built upon. In cases of very hierarchical 

social structure and it may be unrealistic to expect fully democratic local 

organizations. To control vested interests, the varying incentives of different 

categories of farmers should be identified and accounted for in project design, along 

with the resulting problems of achieving collective action.

Appropriate incentives are needed if farmers are actively to support the users' 

associations which are essential channels for participation, and to assume the 

additional costs in time, materials and fees. The most important of these incentives are 

improved irrigation services, and a voice in management decisions through a users' 

organization which is fully accountable to its members. The support of farmers is 

most likely to be sustained, and organizational capacity developed, when they are 

involved from the beginning in decisions on system design, and when their
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organization has full ownership and management control of the system. It is essential, 

for example, that specialized staff be selected by and accountable to the farmers' 

organization, even if they have been trained by government agencies.

To be successful, farmer organizations must interact constructively with government 

agencies and technical experts. This relationship work best when uniform rules are 

established, and supported by government regulation, for the turnover of 

responsibility throughout the project. Building the necessary organizational capacity 

for this turnover involves training farmers for a variety of new functions, from basic 

literacy, accounting, how to hold meetings, how to deal with agencies, to legal 

regulations, and even computer applications, as well as water management and 

operation of equipment.

Fundamental in meeting all these conditions, a strong and transparent legal 

framework for the organization is needed from the outset, providing farmers with 

rights and benefits as well as duties and responsibilities. This framework should 

also be flexible enough to allow farmers to evolve their own organizational structure, 

and to permit the organization's responsibilities to grow in line with its capacity (Ruth 

and Richard 1995)

2.6 Farmer Organization (FOs) Strength

A FO as an organization was established to support implementing Irrigation 

Management activities, and is assessed under farmer organization strength. Most of 

the FOs have been established under constitutions provided by the Irrigation 

Management agencies. The strength of FOs is measured through:

■ Membership of Farmers in FOs

■ Leadership

■ Income for FOs

■ Financial Management

■ Internal Communication
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The participation of individual farmers as members and their active involvement of 

the farmer organization are essential factors for FOs to survive and function as 

effective organizations.

2.6.1 FO Leadership

Finding leaders committed and also acceptable to most of the farmer members is a 

difficult task according to the qualitative information collected in the study. 

Therefore, the farmer members tend to be satisfied with the available leaders who are 

prepared to work on a voluntary basis. Although most of the farmers have certain 

personal opinions in the survey they have expressed that they are satisfied with the 

voluntary leaders of FOs.

2.6.2 FO Financial Management

According to the Jinapala’s Managing Irrigation Jointly with Fanners, most of the 

FOs except a few organizations in the Mahaweli Scheme had small FO funds. It was 

discovered that in all the schemes, there was always a considerable percentage of FOs 

that had no funds in their bank accounts. The average funds available in the FOs of 

irrigation schemes in the three programs ranged from Rs. 5.000 to Rs. 40.000. Nearly 

80 % or more of the FOs collected membership fees. But only less than 50 % of the 

FOs earned money from the construction contracts that were undertaken. Majority of 

general farmers expressed in the survey that they are satisfied with the method applied 

for managing funds. This high-level of satisfaction is due to two reasons: the money 

that each individual farmer contributes for the FO fund is small, and they appreciate 

the volunteer work done by their fellow farmers. More than 80% of the individual 

farmers mentioned that their organizations keep books and follow other rules of 

Financial management.
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2.6.3 Internal Communication

Further, Jinapala (Managing Irrigation Jointly with Farmers-2002) says that the 

INMAS and Mahaweli systems more than 75 % of the Farmer Organizations held 

monthly meetings with their committee members, while 47 % did so in the MAN1S 

system. Most of the fanner leaders reported that they have a lower number of general 

farmer meetings. The general farmer meetings are held when there is a conflict 

between farmers. Only about 10 % to 32 % of farmer leaders mentioned that they hold 

general meetings. In the MAN1S system, only about 15 % or less hold their general 

meetings.

2.6.4 FO Performance in Water Distribution

Farmer Organizations play a critical role in water distribution at the DC level of all 

the irrigation schemes. The results of the study indicate that the farmer involvement is 

much more relevant and essential in irrigation schemes where water is a scarce 

resource. The water distribution problems are due to five different reasons according 

to the study.

Farmer Organizations as an institution established by Irrigation Managers with the 

willingness of the farmers have become an essential element for water distribution. 

Nearly 74 % of irrigation officers who were interviewed in sample irrigation schemes 

categorically mentioned that farmer organizations are essential to manage water in 

irrigation schemes. However, there are some problems with the water distribution 

performance of the Farmer Organizations. This is due to the varying levels ot 

performance of the FOs.
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2.6.5 f;0 Irrigation Infrastructure Maintenance Performance

The FO performance of irrigation infrastructure maintenance in general is poor 

according to the information. Maintenance is difficult to organize with the voluntary 

participation of the farmers. If the canal becomes really constrained to take water to 

the agriculture Helds, farmers are tempted to attend to the maintenance. Where such a 

critical stage has not been reached, it needs repeated attempts to mobilize farmers at 

least to clean the distributor canals (DCs). Mahaweli officers indicated that they were 

satisfied with farmer participation in DC maintenance, but this may have been mainly 

due to Mahaweli Authority involvement in such maintenance.

Lack of farmer participation is a common phenomenon observed in DC maintenance. 

It is difficult to get 100 % farmer involvement in any event organized by the farmer 

organizations for DC maintenance activities

It was observed that jungle cleaning and de-silting of distributor}' canals are 

performed by FOs with the participation of the individual farmers, but minor repairs 

of the DCs are done by the FOs with the annual operation and maintenance funds 

provided by the government to each FO. There are some performance differences in 

de-silting and jungle cleaning, but it is at a satisfactory level according to the survey 

(Jinapala 2002).

2.6.6 FO Performance in Non-O&M Activities

It was observed that FO performance in business activities to earn funds for FOs is at 

a poor level. Most of the FOs are involved in agriculture input sales to their members 

and also undertake operation and maintenance contracts from the government. The 

results of the survey on the performance of FOs are undertaking non-O&M fund 

earning activities.

2.6.7 Turnover

Under the Participatory Management policy of the government, it is intended to 

turnover some of the system management responsibilities at and below the DC level 

to farmers. Before this became government policy, some attempts had been made to 

implement this policy informally in certain schemes such as Kimbulwanaoya and 

Minipe, through the efforts of a few enthusiastic irrigation officials. The cabinet paper
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adopting this policy specially stated that those farmers who accept responsibility for 

the turnover under O&M for DCs will be exempted from paying of irrigation fees. 

The amended Irrigation Ordinance authorizes FOs to take over the O&M of their 

areas and in return they are exempted from paying irrigation fees.

Turnover has occurred in the three study programs at various levels and in different 

forms. In the sample irrigation schemes that were studied, several categories of 

turnover have taken place under operation and maintenance. Operation of FC and DC 

gates and other main system level canals have taken place under operations and DC 

jungle clearing, de-silting, minor repairs, greasing and painting of structures and main 

canal level cleaning and de-si king have taken place under the maintenance category . 

(Jinapala 2002).

Performance of the Farmer Organizations2.7

In almost all the sample irrigation schemes studied by I MM I it was found that the 

farmers have been mobilized into Farmer Organizations. The structure prescribed by 

PIM (FC groups, DC groups, System-level FOs) has not been followed exactl\ in 

some of the irrigation schemes of MAN1S. This was mainly due to the lack of inputs 

needed for Management of Irrigation Systems (MANIS) schemes to help farmers 

organize in to FOs. The Integrated Management of Major Irrigation Settlement 

Schemes (1NMAS) and Mahaweli irrigation schemes have separate organization units 

to deal with farmer organization whereas Management of Irrigation Systems 

(MANIS) schemes are managed by technical assistants of the ID without other 

additional assistance. Even in the Mahaweli scheme, system-level farmer 

organizations have not been established, perhaps because such higher level 

organization do not require farmer organization given that the system level needs of 

farmers are handled by the system level joint committees. This may be the reason for 

INMAS irrigation schemes also neglected to organize farmers into system level 

organizations (Jinapala 2002).
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2.7.1 Performance outcomes

The involvement of farmers in irrigation schemes may have its own inherent value in 

building social capital or empowering local people. However, farmers and 

governments are less likely to be interested in participation as an end in itself, than as 

a means to improve the performance of irrigation systems. The evidence on how 

much participation contributes to system performance is fragmentary, and often does 

not distinguish between the contribution of participation and accompanying changes 

such as physical rehabilitation of systems or withdrawal of other subsidies The most 

readily apparent effect of farmers’ involvement in irrigation is the reduction in 

government costs. These savings primarily come from reduced administrative costs as 

the number of Held staff decreases. Government costs can also go down as farmers 

become involved because of better project design, increases in fee collection, and 

decreases in the destruction of facilities.

There is less information on total costs of irrigation management, including costs 

borne by farmers. Efficiency gains from local management have been observed 

through improved supervision of construction and staff, substitution of local 

materials, and lower salaries or fringe benefits for irrigation staff and labor.

In practice, farmers’ costs usually increase with participation. For example, irrigation 

fees in Mexico and Senegal increased by 4 to 6 times when farmers took over and had 

to cover full O&M costs. In most cases, cash payments do not reflect the full costs to 

farmers because they do not include labor and in-kind contributions, nor farmers’ 

non-quantified “transactions costs” of attending meetings, settling disputes, or other 

aspects of participation. More careful examination of total costs is therefore required 

in order to assess the overall economic performance impact of farmer involvement. 

Perhaps the best test of the performance outcome of farmer participation is whether 

farmers continue to participate. More than any other single factor, the initial success 

and long-run sustainability of Participatory Irrigation Management is dependent upon 

sufficient incentives for farmers. These must be great enough to offset the substantial 

costs of participation - both in terms of increased fees as well as time and transactions 

Physical improvements to the system provide short-term incentives for 

participation, but unless farmers see longer-term gains, they will not continue to be 

active. Having a “seat at the table” in determining water allocation between systems 

and between sectors has become an important issue to farmers as water scarcity

costs.
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increases in many parts of the world. Greater control over water supplies, which may 

come from ownership of infrastructure or water rights, or from involvement in 

decision-making and operations, provides a strong incentive for farmers to participate 

(Ruth 1997).

2.8 Institutional Efforts at Participatory 'Management

2.8.1 Participatory Management

Over a period of five to six decades, one could observe that, while the best features of 

the customary law and rules relating to participation were retained in the planning, 

restoration, maintenance and management of minor irrigation works, there were major 

departures in policy, consciously or otherwise, when it came to the planning and 

management of major irrigation works. Here it may be possible to classify some of 

the medium work; with the former, as they did retain the traditional character, 

depending on the extent to which the local community was associated with the 

system. There were many factors which led to this departure. First, the village systems 

were planned and developed for the local community, invariably in consultation with 

them at village level and at the level of the District Agricultural Committee (DAC): 

second, the larger systems, particularly those related to settlements, were planned 

from the centre for a set of people who due to logistical reasons could not participate 

in the planning or development. Therefore, participatory principles of management 

could not develop at the outset.

The structure of the system itself, the size of the scheme, the procedure for the 

selection of beneficiary settlers and their background, the physical planning and the 

settlement patterns, and the objectives of government, combined to make any kind of 

participatory management in the major projects extremely difficult.

While the farmers were not associated w ith the planning and were unacquainted with 

the operation of the system, their participation in maintenance and management 

minimal. Many factors contributed to this situation.

was
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Although government invested large sums of money in major irrigation, land policy 

was directed towards the social welfare objective and the major schemes ended up 

with a large number of small even subsistence level, farmers.

The economic return on this heavy investment was low. The quality of agriculture 

itself was not a great improvement on the traditional rice-based farming. The 

economic objectives of reaching self-sufficiency in rice production through the 

irrigation schemes induced the government to follow policies that sustained the 

physical and social system without a major dislocation.

Since the economic return was low, the State was compelled to provide direct and 

indirect assistance, a major component of which was meeting the cost of operation 

and maintenance, this policy got so extended that when farmers failed to contribute 

their share in maintenance, the State stepped in to undertake a restoration or major 

rehabilitation of the system. The State also committed substantial amounts of money 

each year to maintain these systems, especially to the larger schemes which were 

becoming much more expensive than the village systems. This policy of State 

intervention in maintenance and rehabilitation continues today.

In the area of operation and maintenance and water management, there are three 

technical reasons which make participatory management in major schemes difficult 

and different from the village systems:

I) The maintenance of the head works can be handled only by trained professionals.

2) Management of the main system, at least down to D-Channels and in many cases 

down to the field Channel/turnout, requires the services of many paid officers.

3) Management below the field channel level by farmers is possible only if the main 

system functions at optimum level.

For these and other reasons, it is safe to assume that there was no evidence of a 

conscious and positive effort to promote participatory management even in the area of 

operation and maintenance. The only visible effort is the institution of the karma 

meeting at which the proprietors (tenants included later) were given an opportunity to 

participate in decision-making. It must be emphasized that even the kanna meeting
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did not go beyond the operations of a cultivation season especially in the major 

schemes.

The upshot of the above situation was that the State from time to time considered it 

necessary, for economic as well as political reasons, to intervene with an injection of 

capital for maintenance and rehabilitation, even in village works, where conditions 

were more conducive to participatory management. (Abevwicrema 1986)

Successive governments have from time to time, established institutions to promote 

the management of these systems, although not confined to irrigation management. 

The Cultivation Committees formed under the Paddy Lands Act of 1958. and the 

recognition of the tenant farmer in the irrigation system, was an attempt to induce the 

participation of the farmers in the management of the total agricultural system. 

Similarly, Multipurpose Co-operative Societies (MPCS) were expected to play a 

major role in assisting in the agricultural activities. Although well conceived, the 

cultivation committees eventually failed to satisfy the aspirations of either the 

planners or the farmers due to excessive politicization and an inability to identity the 

leadership. The Agricultural Productivity Committees that succeeded the cultivation 

committees with a nominated membership were a total failure as participatory 

management was concerned.

These developments bring us to the logical question:

• What in fact, is the government's long term policy perspective on participatory 

management?

• It was pointed out earlier, that all the ingredients of participator)' management 

are found in village systems. If so. was it part of conscious government 

policy?

• Did this policy extend to the medium and major systems?

• Is it possible to extend the same principles and policies?

Aspects to be examined in this regard arc:

• Whether participatory management is all feasible

(a) In medium scale works.

(b) In major irrigation systems.

• Whether such participation would extend to
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(a) Planning and Designing.

(b) Waler Management/Operation and Maintenance.

(c) Rehabilitation.

The Kimhulvana experience clearly brings out that with a sustained effort and an 

enlightened leadership, it is feasible to develop a participator)' management 

programme in a medium scale irrigation system. This development will he 

demonstrated over time. With regard to major irrigation systems it has not yet been 

demonstrated beyond doubt that a participatory management programme 

encompassing the en tire system is feasible.

Regarding areas and activities to which such participation could extend to. the 

following are fairly clear. (Abeywicrema 1986)

2.8.2 Public Meeting

Hold public meetings prior to the start of the project to explain the construction 

timeline, work plan, and address residents concerns. However, one meeting is not 

enough. Continue to hold regular meetings throughout the project timeline on a 

regularly scheduled basis even if there are few issues for a particular meeting. It is 

easier to cancel a regular meeting than to schedule one in the middle of a controversy. 

Choose meeting locations and times that are convenient for residents. List the start 

and end times for meetings.

Public meetings should be scheduled and the agenda developed collaboratively. 

Representatives of the community and the project managers should have meaningful 

input into the scope, liming, duration, and content of public meetings to address 

community concerns. There are often multiple agencies and even multiple levels of 

government involved in a project. When planning a meeting, efforts should be taken 

to ensure all participating agencies will be represented.

Coordinate meeting announcements to avoid unrealistic or polarizing expectations: 

Meeting notices should be consistent with the agreed upon goals for the meeting. 

Community advocates should resist the temptation to craft provocative notices that 

will attract attention but prime participants for a fight.

Consider using neutral facilitators who can help turn a potentially explosive meeting 

into a productive session: Simply inviting all of the stakeholders to sit down together 

without a realistic plan for how to manage the discussion can do more harm than 

good. The assistance of skilled neutral facilitators or mediators will enhance the
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likelihood lhat an angry and frustrated community, stressed project managers who feel 

under attack, and other public officials or agency representatives with their own 

agendas, will be able to have a constructive exchange. (Green New Haven CARE 

project 2009)

2.8.3 Planning and Desitin.

In the planning and designing of large irrigation schemes, particularly as they involve 

land settlement, participation of the farmers at the initial stage is extremely difficult. 

Given the composition of the farmers who would become beneficiaries under these 

schemes, it would be naive to expect such persons to have the perception and ability 

to comprehend the design and operational features of a large irrigation system. It 'is 

doubtful whether the operation of the system at the: field level/turn out level is fully- 

appreciated by the farmers individually at the outset of a major scheme. It is well 

known that all head works, the main system as well as the downstream development 

of all major systems, were planned by trained professionals.

Unless there are major changes in Government policy on such areas as the size of 

irrigation scheme, size of holding, the selection criteria of settlers, and the 

responsibilities for their financing and management, it is unlikely in the foreseeable 

future that any active participation of farmers, in the planning and designing of major 

irrigation works, could be expected.

With regard to medium scale works, degree of participation at the planning and design 

stage can be promoted where the beneficiaries are drawn from the local community: 

at least in isolated instances this process due take place. Government policy itself 

encourages this process through the system of selection of irrigation works for 

restoration and rehabilitation (Abeywicrema 1986)

2.8.4 Water Management.

Abeywicrema (Government Policy on Participatory Irrigation Management 1986) 

that, the medium scale works lend fairly easy than the large scale work ofsays

Participatory Management. The kanna meeting institution itself is effective, even if 

moderately in involving the farmers in the process of water management decisions. In 

the major irrigation systems, it is not easy to achieve the same degree of participation 

from a large number of farmers, spread over a very large system.
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In the hrst place the technical problems of ensuring equity in water distribution will 

continue to dominate most of the major systems. The inability of a large group of 

small farmers to identify themselves with a large system, over which the community 

has no control, is a major institutional problem. However, several attempts have been 

made to obtain the participation of farmers at least at the tertiary and secondary levels 

ol the distribution systems. These are evident in the experiments carried out at 

Minipe. Galoya, and under the INMAS programme. While a fair measure of success 

has been achieved in the seasonal operations and the inter-seasonal maintenance, the 

sustainability of these experiments and the feasibility of extending them to cover the 

entire system has to he watched over a long time frame. While it is sufficiently clear 

that farmer participation in management at the Held channel/turn out level is feasible 

and analogous to conditions operating in a village system, the feasibility of moving 

this responsibility up to the D-channel level is one which merits consideration and 

experimentation.

2.8.5 Rehabilitation.

Since rehabilitation of a large number of irrigation systems restored during the past 50 

years is a major government programme at the present moment, the feasibility of 

promoting farmer participation in this activity would be an appropriate area for study. 

Recent experience shows that in some major systems farmers have not been 

associated at all in the rehabilitation process. But in gal Ova conscious effort was 

made to involve the farmers in the rehabilitation process. It would appear that in large 

settlement irrigation schemes, where farmers have been associated with irrigated 

agriculture for several decades, the rehabilitation stage would be an ideal opportunity 

to involve the farmers actively in the planning, and redesigning of the systems and in 

all matters relating to irrigation management. The development of institutions to 

enable representative participation should be a high priority in this area. 

(Abeywicrema 1986)

2.8.6 Limits of participatjon

It is often claimed that farmers can manage small schemes but not large ones. But 

there arc many examples of farmer managed systems, each covering thousands of 

hectares in Colombia. Argentina, Mexico, and even Nepal, which demonstrate that 

farmers can hire their own engineering expertise and operate large areas themselves.
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In Nepal, traditional farmer managed schemes frequently cover several thousand 

hectares, without government involvement in construction, maintenance or 

management. (Ruth and Richard 1995)

2.8.7 Cost Recovery and Farmer Participation

One other area closely related to government policy is the recovery of operation and 

maintenance costs from farmers. This is a highly sensitive area politically, and fraught 

with serious implementation problems.

I he policy adopted by government to recover a minimum of 50% of the operation and 

maintenance costs and increase, it progressively to cover full costs is a bold and 

progressive move. It is important at this stage to examine the best policy to promote 

active farmer participation in operation and maintenance on a continuing basis. 

According to the Abeywicrema {1986). Giritale has clearly, shown that farmers 

appreciate good operation and maintenance and are willing to participate both 

financially and manually. Apart from promoting farmer participation in operation and 

maintenance and in the decision-making process, this has the salutary effect of 

farmers gaining a deeper understanding of how their irrigation system operates. These 

steps therefore help to prepare the farmers, especially the second generation, to accept 

greater responsibility for the management of the total system.

2.9 Government Policy in Participation and Management.

Having examined the feasibility of Participatory Management in the different systems 

and at different stages the question that has to be examined is whether there is a 

conscious policy on the part of Government towards participatory management. Since 

large irrigation schemes, linked to land settlement and based on heavy social welfare 

objectives, dominated the irrigation development scene for decades, and since this 

basic policy remains, it is doubtful whether the Government can have a rigid, long- 

ranging policy on promoting participatory management at the different stages. 

Government's main interest is to construct irrigation schemes, to settle farmers, and to 

maintain them in such a way that the economic and equity considerations are met.

Government policy also is still heavily weighted towards farmer dependence on 

Government to manage the systems. There are some reasons for this. First, for 

the salelN of the entire system has to be a concern of thetechnical reasons.
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Government. Second, lo- reasons of equity, the distribution system has to be operated 

and maintained by an agency of government. The main interest of the Government in 

this operation will be to reduce or contain the cost of maintenance and to minimize 

grievances of the farmers.

Experience has shown that, in the context of a large number of small farmers. 

Government agencies have faired poorly in achieving either of the above objectives. 

Governments therefore realize that involving farmers in irrigation management would 

be the best available alternative. How this is to tic achieved has not been made clear 

to policy makers.

In the absence of well developed institutions at the Held level and failure of previous 

institutions sponsored by Government, the field has remained open and lacking in 

direction of an explicit policy. Both planners and policy makers have shown concern 

about setting up stereo typed institutions, for fear of these institutions developing into 

centers of power and excessive politicization.

In a sense, this situation offers an opportunity to professionals, particularly to the 

social scientists, to experiment with different forms of participation in Irrigation 

Management and in rehabilitation. Any Government would be interested in 

Participatory Management if it could be demonstrated that such measures would help 

reduce government commitments for maintenance and rehabilitation, and more 

importantly if it would reduce: grievances within the farming community, leave alone 

the government’s desire to see a prosperous community (Abevvvicrema 1986)

Why Participation and What are the Obstacles?2.10

2.10.1 Group and Individual Development Approach

Participatory projects include one or more components or elements of group 

formation and action but not exclusively: many development activities will continue 

from individual initiatives and incentives, in the areas of such projects, 

formation/action is thus not the exclusive solution or panacea for achieving
to emerge

Group
certain development objectives. Groups can be instruments to better meet certain but

not all needs to better perform certain functions. Group formation should of course 

never be compulsorv or it sine-qua-non condition, but spontaneous and voluntary.
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Freely lormed. well performing groups are “contagious” and have a beneficial spread 

effect.

In sum. unusual types of involvement in project formulation and implementation can 

work satisfactorily in various instances. However, it is by now well realized, that only 

through group approaches the large numbers of marginalized rural people can be 

participated effectively bv government and other organizations. There is also 

overwhelming evidence that the predominantly “individualistic” approaches largely 

applied by conventional development agencies, bring benefits mostly to the better-off- 

people.

A problem occasionally raised is how “individualistic” people and societies can be 

motivated for group-wise development efforts. It is erroneously observed that the 

propensity for group action amongst disadvantaged rural people is significant for 

social but not for economic development purposes, unless there is a strong and 

evident incentive. However, firstly the economic and social actions of the rural poor

are mostly still very much interwoven and less compartmentalized as in modern 

societies. Secondly, the participatory approach builds wherever possible, upon 

numerous traditional and other forms of cooperation and groupings found amongst the 

rural poor including those living in so-calied “individualistic” societies. For example, 

individual profit making makes less sense in traditional societies where profits are to 

be shared by larger kinship groups. Finally, the activities of group members can take 

the form of group or individual production or a combination of these: individual 

operation but sharing of common facilities, joint input purchasing and/or marketing. 

Although the participatory approach has certainly not a narrow focus, it is specifically, 

meant for the economic and social development of the rural poor and thus does not 

cover in a strict sense wider forms of people's participation such as community 

participation. The latter refer to the involvement of the entire population of a village 

or community in the planning and implementation of a project and is thus not target- 

group specific. Such “holistic” forms of people's participation are certainly required 

for area-based operations which affect all inhabitants like environmental protection, 

soil and water conservation, provision of physical, economic and social infrastructures 

(civil works) and irrigation, sanitation and health schemes. It is also clear that the 

formed under the participatory project approach can considerably facilitate andgroups
widen community participation (Heck 2003).
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2.10.2 Argumcnts_jbr Beneficiary Participation

Vaiious foregoing points highlight that the participatory approach gives advantages to 

the ruial poor as well as to the agencies which implement or support a project. The 

main reasons are the follow ing;

• Coverage: to reach and involve on a wider scale the disadvantaged rural 

people through institution building, that is the creation of adequate “receiving” 

systems at grass root level as well as of corresponding “deliver)” systems

• Efficiency: to obtain a cost-efficient design and implementation of a project.

I he beneliciaries will contribute more in project planning and implementation 

b\ providing ideas, manpower, labour and/or other resources (cost-sharing). 

Consequently project resources are used more efficiently

• Effectiveness: the people involved obtain a say in the determination of

objectives and actions, and assist in various operations like project

administration, monitoring and evaluation. They obtain also more 

opportunities to contribute their indigenous knowledge of the local conditions 

to the project and thus facilitate the diagnosis of environmental, social and 

institutional constraints as well as the search for viable solutions

• Adoption of innovations: the beneficiaries can develop greater

responsiveness to new methods of production, technologies as well as serv ices 

offered

• Production: higher production levels can be achieved while ensuring more 

equitable distribution of benefits

• Successful results: more and better outputs and impact are obtained in a

project and thus longer-term viabilitv and more solid sustainability. By

stressing decentralization, democratic processes of decision-making and self- 

help. various key problems can be better solved, including recurrent costs, 

cost-sharing with beneliciaries as well as operation and

• Self-reliance: this broad, ultimate objective embraces all the positive effects 

of genuine participation by rural people. Self-reliance demolishes their over- 

dopendenev attitudes, enhances awareness, confidence and self-initiative. It 

also increases people's control over resources and development efforts, enables 

them to plan and implement and also to participate in development efforts at 

levels beyond their community (Heck 2003).

maintenance
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2.10.3 Constraints of Participation

Accoiding to the Hecck 2003 main constrains of participation are following

1) I he political conditions and power structures of the country and 

project area. I licse may vary in different forms and degrees from a decentralized, 

laissez-laire and/or Irce enterprise system to a fully centralized, strong!} planned 

and/or controlled one. I hey may vary furthermore in regard to their degree of 

stability. Accordingly, widely differing situations can be found ranging from full 

support ol the central and/or local government to participation of the poor to 

indifference and hostility versus this approach.

In lact. in a number of countries the urban and rural elites, particularly the latifundists 

and landlords, influence the political and administrative structures to such an extent 

that any policy to encourage genuine participation of rural people is either inexistent. 

or strongly opposed, and/or by various means neutralized or strained.

2) Legislative obstacles. In various countries freedom of association either 

does not exist or only formally; in other ones where the right of association, including 

of small farmers, labourers, etc., is recognized in the laws, the labour legislation is 

inadequate and/or scarcely applied in practice. Under the influence ol vested interest 

groups the laws might further be interpreted and/or applied in such ways that (part of) 

the rural poor are prevented from organizing themselves.

3) Administrative obstacles. Centralized public administrative systems that 

control decision-making, resource allocation and information, may ostracize

participation. The staffs in such structures frequently disdain people's involvement. 

Also complex, bureaucratic procedures impede genuine participation as well as one- 

top-down planning performed solely by professionals; the same can be said ofway,

rural development planning done in urban centers and hardly based on need

assessments in the field.

4) Socio-cultural Impediments. A serious obstacle is the widespread 

of frustration as well as distrust in officials among lowmentality ol vlependence sense 
income rural people. The latter are frequently dominated by local elites to whom they

leave key decision-making. All this forms part of the “culture of poverty” of 

the silent, excluded majority for whom survival is the sole aspiration, furthermore.
have to

: there are various categories with class, caste.the poor form a heterogeneous "group
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tribal and religious diI Terences and also with different interests, needs, access to 

resources as well as potentials. Accordingly, also participation must be planned and 

promoted according to different local contexts and factions.

5) Ollier impediments are: the isolation and scattered habitat of the poor, 

their low levels of living and heavy workloads especially of the women. Furthermore, 

their weak health conditions, low level of education and of exposure to non-local 

information, ignorance of their rights to self-organize groups and lack of leaders and 

know-how' to move in this direction in order to promote their interests. (Heck 2003)

2.11 Strategies to Promote Participation

2.1 1.1 Constraints

The main constraint of genuine participation is the political will to promote this in a 

country or project area. This basic problem can be overcome by means of various 

strategies at international, national and lower levels. The strategies should all aim at 

informing, sensitizing and motivating various categories of key persons in one way or 

another involved with rural development efforts such as:

(a) Politicians and governmental policy- and decision-makers.

(b) The lop and other staff of government. UN and donor agencies as well as of

NGOs.

(c) The Held staff of development projects.

(d) The elites and beller-olTpeople in rura' areas.

The practical outcome of the strategies must be that politicians, officials, experts and 

elites become motivated to accept, support or at least tolerate effective forms of 

participation of the disadvantaged rural people in development. For this purpose it 

will be of course very useful to demonstrate the experience and successful results of 

pilot participators projects like the FAQ PPP and their great benefits for the rural poor 

Various possible strategies, of w hich some are described in a recent PPP review paper 

(McKone IW)). follow bi icily hereunder. It is difficult for certain strategies to 

indicate preciseK who should do what, when and in which way. For each strategy this 

be planned according to its concrete scope, target groups, location, timing, 

technical collaborators and materials needed, costs, etc.

has to
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2.1 1.2 Promoting Polic\ DGloimev;

Accoicling to the Meek (2002). Promoting dialogue between key officials, planners 

and decision-makers ol national and international development agencies at country 

level is important. I he latter may include one or more UN bodies, international and 

regional development banks, donors, aid consortia and voluntary organizations such 

as international NGOs. I hey could encourage, organize and/or participate in policy 

dialogues with selected governmental agencies in order to obtain rural poor-oriented 

economic and social policies and institutional arrangements that are required for 

participatory projects.

I he most important policies required for participatory development regard 

appropriate legislation for rural people's organizations including full freedom of 

association or group formation as well as reorientation of the delivery system, in 

particular the extension services, towards the needs of the rural weak.

Other special policies required include full integration of women in development 

decentralization of decision-making, planning and resource allocation, rural poor- 

oriented input supply, extension, credit and marketing, enhancing non-agricultural 

income-generating activities as well as just fiscal and pricing systems.

In sum. projects and programmes cannot be implemented with effective beneiiciary 

participation before a minimum of certain favorable national policies are likely to be 

adopted in a country. In order to obtain strength in policy dialogues, the participation 

and concerted action is needed of all national and international development 

organizations which strive to combat rural poverty . In fact, international agencies as 

well as NGOs can influence a country's policy and institutional framework for

e ffecti ve povert y -a 11e v i a'1 ion.
Finally, the slralcgv of oromoting dialogues between government agencies and non 

government organizations appears to be particularly useful. Government and other

becoming quite active in this direction. They have alsodonor agencies are now 

created special units for dealing with non government organizations.

Planning nVlJ;npknnentation of Participation in Larger-Scale Projects

institutions are involved such as one or more government

2.1 1.3

In a project cycle various
ies, international development, funding organizations. NGOs. etc. The lack ofagencies

undersianclinu and experience regarding participatory projects of one or more of these
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cooperating insliliuions o I ten makes ii pariicuiarly difficult to make some of its 

components participatory, fhe institutions involved may have different. Furthermore, 

experience on how to attain elfective beneficiary participation ma> be lacking as the 

counlrv 's projects are cither not participator) or do not properl) monitor and evaluate 

be n e fi c i a ry participation.

I here is thus a wide scope for strategics to motivate officials, project planners and 

implementers through, among others, the following methods:

• Meetings and field workshops at various levels

• Periodic informal exchanges of views

9 Briefing sessions tme! documents on participator) development

• The inclusion of participatory experts in mission teams

• Incorporation of participatory issues in the terms of reference of identification, 

preparation, appraisal and evaluation missions

• Provision of background materials on on-going participator) projects and/or 

visits to the latter, if any. in a country.

A direct result of the above actions will be that project planners become convinced 

that participation must be included from the very beginning in all stages of the project 

cycle. This implies in practice, that they see urgent necessity and importance to start 

with the intended beneficiaries on their needs and desires by means ol pre-project 

identification or reconnaissance missions

2.1 1.4 Increasing Support

The increasing support of donors and Development Agencies and banks lor

needed. Efforts to obtain this support it should haveparticipatory projects are 

practiced following steps:

• To convince

continue this assistance until the\ yield sufficient successful results for

donors and agencies which support participator) projects, to

demonstration to governments

• To insist that donors, development banks and agencies will only support a 

project if a participator) approach is incorporated in it:

assistance to developing countries for participator) projects 

a critical mass.

on• To attain more

a large scale up to the point ol dealing
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I 01 these wide scopes donors as well as international development agencies and banks 

should participate: in. initiate and/or organize several of the earlier proposed 

piomolional actions such as policy dialogues, seminars. Held workshops and \isits to 

participatory projects. It will be crucial to show the actions and results of participator} 

projects also by means ol good monitoring and evaluation systems. Moreover 

studies on the benefits and cost effectiveness of participatory projects as well as 

promotional materials will be quite helpful.

Other actions include: studies on the policies and commitments of donors and 

development banks as well as identification of opportunities for assistance.

. case

2.11.5 I low'to I dent i f\ Beneficiary Needs

Organize project c\cle surveys and missions in a participator}' wa\ that is. consult on 

the needs and desires of as main future project participants as possible, in particular 

the intended beneficiaries and other village level informants.

The best way is to establish or send to the area prior to project identification missions 

or reconnaissance work teams for say 2-3 months.

During their field surveys, the team members will cover key topics such as on-going 

development efforts, fell needs, aspirations and constraints. Information is also to be 

gathered by means of structural observation and scrutiny of relevant, locall} available 

documentation.
The need-assessment should focus on the identification of priority needs as perceived 

by the low-income people concerned. This is particularly necessary for the promotion 

of rural poor groups which are best formed around felt priori!} needs.

The information collected, though sufficient to plan a flexible project framework, will 

still be provisional and usually in part suspect: more reliable and in-depth data can 

only be gathered by field workers w ho work w ith the people for longer periods during 

project implementation and gain their confidence.
Needs identification or the search for ways to satisfy intended beneficiary needs, form 

part of an on-going participator} process and can be done more systematically and 

effectively when groups and organizations involved in a project bring up their fell 

needs, among other to perform gainful activities, w hereas the delivery staff hopefully 

these necessities. Group Promoters are to be trained to help the 

understand their own situations, to win their confidence by 

closely working with them and gelling the poor to articulate their needs. The Group

endeavors to meet

disadvantaged people to
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Piomoteis v\ ■ 11 also learn to stimulate the deliver) staff to help meet these necessities 

(Heck 2003).

2.12 Chapter Summary

Chapter explains history of the participalory irrigation management. Last past four 

years, most of the countries including Sri Lanka lent to Participatory Irrigation 

Management system. Many benefits of the PIM particularly apply to routing 

maintenance and reduce government expenditure, sustainability. Cost and Risk.

Government policies on Participatory Irrigation Management explained and minor 

versus major in irrigation sector in legal provisions in Sri Lanka. Participatory 

management implement in two stages. One is village levels develop by local le\els 

and other one is district level (DAC meeting). Farmers can involve in planning and 

design stage, rehabilitation and water management stages.

Beneficiary participation in rural development projects is very effective for substantial 

rural poverty alleviation. Beneficiaries are encouraged to participatory activities and 

obtain benefits. Group formation and transitory mobilization for community 

development for the specific work are much sustained specific objective to help create 

strength existing self formed organizations through participate actively innew or

projects.

Farmer organizations must interact constructively with government agencies and 

technical experts. This relationship works best when uniform rules are established, 

and supported by government regulation, for the turnover of responsibility throughout

the project. Building the necessary organizational capacity for this turnover involves 

training farmers for a variety of new functions, from basic literacy, accounting, how

to deal with agencies, to legal regulations, and evento hold meetings, how 

computer applications, as well as water management and operation of equipment

For strength of the farmer organization, members of the farmers should have 

skills Imaneial management skills and internal communication skills, 

knowledge of farmer organization of water distribution, irrigation structure
leadership 

Lx pert
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maintenance and joint management committees activities are significant factors of 

PIM.

Government organizations continuous effort for participatory management essential 

for success of participatory irrigation management such as public meeting, 

involvement of farmers for planning and design, involvement of water management, 

rehabilitation of irrigation structures and cost recovery of farmer participation.
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3. methodology

3.1 General

I leliminaiy data required for this research was collected through a detail literature 

review. In literature most of beneficiary participation techniques and 

piocedures were used. According to the research objectives methodology was 

selected. Interview survey carried out for staff of the Provincial Irrigation Department

review

at the department office and minor irrigation farmer organization leaders of the 

department oi l ice. By interviewing survey of the staff and beneficiary identify the 

possible key parameters which effect to success of the projects. Two questioners were 

prepared lor the beneficiaries and the staff. Data collection carried out three stages 

such that management staff beneficiaries with successful projects and beneficiaries 

with unsuccessful projects. Data collection is limited to six divisional secretarial in

North Central Province.

3.2 Descriptive Methodology

3.2.1. Interview Survey of the Staffs and Beneficiaries

At the preliminary stage it is necessary to have a brief idea about the possible 

parameters which might affect the success of a project. Then it is easy to address 

those parameters in the question are and collect data to verify there is an actual 

relationship between those identified parameters with the success of the project. 

Therefore interview survey has been conducted for the target groups which are 

members of the Farm Organizations (FO) and the Management and Technical staff of

When interview the staffs and beneficiaries.

were
the Provincial Irrigation Department, 
they have been given idea about objectives of the research. Management staffs 

interviewed group discussion method and farmer leaders interviewed individually.

1?.2. Identify Possible Key Parameters

By analyzing the comments given by beneficiaries and Management/Teehnical staff 

have been identified as below.possible parameters
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1

Experience of the beneficiaries

Experience ol the beneficiaries about the construction of the structures 

and understanding the drawings and other technical details

2 Financial capacities

Financial capacity ol the Farm Organization to finish a phase without 

depending the lunds from authorities.

Resources

Identify the resource availability of the Farm Organizations such as 

machineries, scaffoldings etc.

4 Communication with beneficiaries
How the communication is done by Management/ Technical staff with 

Farm Organizations, frequency of the communication, method and the 

person who involves the communication process etc.

Payment procedure
Delays in payments and adequacy of the payment as well as the areas 

to be improved are to be identified under this parameter and see 

whether there is an actual relationship with the success of the project

5

Time management by the beneficiaries
Knowledge of the time management of the beneficiaries and how they 

do the time management when there is a particular delay. Also the 

reasons for the delay etc

6

Third party involvement
The degree of involvement in the project and how it affects to the 

projects and the beneficiaries

7

Quality8
knowledge of the quality control measures of the beneficiaries andThe

the reasons.
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3.2.3. Questionnaire

By addressing the identified eight possible 

section 3.2.2. two questioners 

to see whether there is an 

success

parameters which were mention in the 

were prepared for Management Staff and Beneficiaries 

actual relationship between those parameters with the 

ol the pioject. I he prepared questionnaires are attached in Annex 1 and 11.

;

3.2.4. Data Collection

hoi any research, data collection plays a vital role because the quality of the output is 

directly influenced by the reliability, representativeness, homogeneousness and 

consistency of the data which have collected. Therefore the data collection is planned 

to be carried out for three target groups namely

• Management/Technical staff

• Beneficiaries who involved in successful projects

• Beneficiaries who involved in unsuccessful projects

Sampling method has been adopted for selected people who can be considered as 

representative data sample .

When collecting data from Management Staff, all the parties involved in this project 

have been selected. Therefore the data sample is include with all the engineers.

technical officers and directly involved planning officers of the Provincial Irrigation 

Some engineers and technical officers who are involved in minorDepartment.
irrigation construction of the other departments also were contributed for data

collection.

Table 1 Participant ol'management slat!

of peopleNumberCategory
involved

6Engineers (Provincial irrigation Department)

'Technical Officers (Pro\ ineial Irrigation Department)

Planning"Officers (Provincial Irrigation Department)___

Engined Department)

Technical 0ffice7s (Pro\ ineial Engineering Department)

13

8

4
&
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Olhei lv\o stages are henetlciaries’ data collection. One 

successful projects and other 

full projects and unsuccessful

is beneficiaries with 

is beneficiaries with unsuccessful projects. Success 

projects were decided before data collection by the 

management stalls. I he beneficiaries are selected from six divisional secretarial 

divisions in North Central Province. In one farm organization six people were 

selected including president and secretary of the organization. Twelve farmer 

organization members covering six divisional secretarial were selected for data

one

collection.

Table 2 Beneficiary participation

Category Number of people responded

Successful Projects 38

Unsuccessful Projects 36

After identified the sample data collection was done. The Sinhala translation of the 

questionnaires was distributed among the stake holders and gave enough time to till 

the questionnaire. If there is something which they could not understand the question 

read loud and explained by someone who does not know the research to avoid the 

biasness of the explanation. Hence the respondent can freely answer the question.

i

was

3.2.5. Data Analysis

Qualitative studies carried out using tools understanding and describing research 

objectives. Data collected in three stages such that management staff, beneficiaries

and beneficiaries having unsuccessful projects. Threehaving successful projects 
categories analysis and compared under each category using MS Exel. Questions have

according to their envision purpose which were identified in section 3.2.2. 

be carried out to check the relationship of the
to analyses

Furthermore, the analysis is to 

parameters to the success of the project
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Chapter Sum in ary3.3

By interviewing the management staff and the farmer organization leaders, identify 

the possible key parameters and developed the questioner. Data collection carried out 

lor three categories. One category is management staff and other two categories are 

beneficiaries having successful project and beneficiaries having unsuccessful projects. 

All the Engineers and Technical Officer in Provincial Irrigation Department NCP 

were responds for data collection and some planning officers directly involve in miner

Some engineers and technical officers in other 

department who have experience in minor irrigation construction projects also 

involved for data collection. Other two categories are beneficiaries and they covered 

six divisional secretaries. Data Analysis done according to the data collected under 

identified eight key parameters.

irrigation projects in the PID.
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 General

Eight possible parameters have been identified in 3.2.2 and two questioners have been 

prepaied loi managing staff and beneficiaries. Data collected separately from 

managing stalls and beneficiaries having successfully completed projects and 

unsuccessfully completed projects. Collected data have been analyzed to see whether 

there is a relationship between possible parameters identified and the success of the 

project.

4.2 Experience of the Beneficiaries

To check the relationship between the Experience of the beneficiaries and the success 

of the project two questions were directed to the beneficiaries who have involved in 

success and unsuccessful projects separately. Furthermore the same two questions 

were given to the officers in the management staff who were involved in both 

successful and unsuccessful projects. Finally the results were analyzed as shown in 

section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

The beneficiaries have enough concreting experience to carrv out irrigation4.2.1

structure of the project

In general the idea is that the concreting experience is required for the projects which 

highly involved in concreting works. Irrigation projects are one of the key projects 

which are highly involved in concreting works such as sluices, spillways and

Therefore the experiences of concreting work of the 

beneficiaries are very important for the success of the project.

are

downstream structures.
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Figure !: Concreting work experience of the beneficiaries
f

It can be seen that more than 50% beneficiaries having successful or unsuccessful 

projects believe that they have enough concreting work experience and more than 

30% beneficiaries have no idea about it. Nevertheless, 64% of managing staffs have 

decided that Farmer Organization (FO) members do not have enough experience for 

concreting work and 20% staff members have no idea about the question.

I
V

4.2.2 The beneficiaries have enough earth work experience to carry out the project

Irrigation works are also involved with earth works, especially the minor irrigation 

projects. Therefore the earth work experience of the beneficiaries is highly influential 

for the success of a project.
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Figure 2: Earth work experience of the beneficiaries

According to the collected data, more that 50% of the beneficiaries who have 

involved in successful projects believe that they have enough earth work experience 

for carry out the projects. But it seems that the beneficiaries who have involved in 

unsuccessful projects have lack of confidence on their experience. More that 50% of 

them either disagree or neutral for the question. Furthermore the management staff 

believes that the earth work experience of the beneficiaries is not enough for the 

projects.

By considering the results obtained for section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 it can be seen that the 

beneficiaries and the management staff are in two different viewpoints. Beneficiaries 

who have involved in both successful and unsuccessful projects believe that they have

i

enough concreting work and earthwork experience while officers of the management 

staff believe that the experience is not enough for carry out the projects. The possible 

reason for having two different viewpoints is that the technical knowledge and the
is different due to educational and professionalexpected level of experience 

background of the individuals.

4.3. Financial Capacities

Financial capability of a contractor is also a major factor which affects the progress of 

any construction project. Especially the projects which are funded by the government, 
because the payments are not on due dates hence the contractors has to bear the cost
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and capable of complete the project. If the contractor (Farm Organization) does

have enough finance to carry out the project then the project get delayed or the quality 

of the project will be less.

not

i
To check whether the financial capacities of the farm 

organization truly affect the success of the mini irrigation projects two questions were 
asked from officers of the

f
management staff, beneficiaries who have experienced in 

successful and unsuccessful projects. The collected data are summarized in section
4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

Famer Organization has enough financial capacities to do construction works

First the question was asked to see whether the farmer organizations have enough financial 
capacities to do construction works.

4.3.1

60%

II50% -

40% i

■ Beneficiaries-Suc
30%

■ Management Staff 
J Beneficiaries-Unsuc20% -

10%
Ji

0%
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Disagree agree

Figure 3: Financial capacities to do construction works

have57% of beneficiaries having successful projects think that theyIt is seen that
enough financial capacities while 41% of beneficiaries have no idea. In contrast, 34% 

beneficiaries having unsuccessful projects think they have no financial capacity while 

54% beneficiaries have no idea. But compared to the respondent who believes that

they have enough financial capability for carry 
beneficiaries who think the financial cap.bili.ies am no. enough. Furthermore, 65% of

that the farmer organizations don’t have

out the project are less than the

in the managing staff believe 

gh financial capability to carry out a
members

minor irrigation projects while 17% staff no
enou

idea about it.
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Second question in this SK,ion „ i<fcn% ^ ^ ^

received on „« sM ,„d t^ain.am the csh fio. of the proj„.

Figure 4: Mobilization advance

It is seen that no mobilization advance is given to the Farm Organizations.

According to the results obtained for two questions, management staff and the 

beneficiaries who have experienced in unsuccessful projects believe that the financial 

capability is not adequate and also the mobilization advance is not given to support 

the project implementation and carry
experience in successful project believe that the above mentioned problems are not 
affected to the progress of the project. The one of the possible reasons might be the 

different financial capacities of different farm organizations.

out. In contrast the beneficiaries who have

4.4 Resources

govern the quality and the speed of the project, 
overall quality of the project while the

of the prime factors 
d machineries control the

Resources are one

Quality materials an
availability of the resources governs the sp

idered th.t die beneficiaries should involve in 'heir own projeclv

eed and the cost of the project. Also it was
to increase the

involved in thecons whether the beneficiaries are
. To seeattitudes towards the project
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projects one question was asked 

under section 4.4.1.
and the data collected for ,he question i

is summarized

Beneficiaries Invrqyp4.4.1
onstructionWprks

It is important to check whether th 

because it if not Farm Organizations sh 

(Human strength) will not be a

e beneficiaries have invol
ved in construction work 

ould hire outside labors. Then the beneficiaries 

resource and also the additional benefits to the farm
organization will be a minimum.
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20%
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Figure 5: Beneficiaries involve for construction works

It can be seen that 66% of beneficiaries having successful project say they involve

construction works of the project while 22% of them have no idea about questioner. 

But 54% of beneficiaries having unsuccessful projects have no idea about questioner
not involving construction work of the project. 45%

not involved for
while 36% of them say; they are

of members of the management 
construction work while 42% staff can not decided whether they involve or not.

staff decided beneficiaries are

Communication with Beneficiaries4.5
because the technicalCommunication with the beneficiaries is also import 

instructions should pusses,»the b.nCid.tics b, the technic, stu«T. The convenes,
or the technical ins,™,ions is depend •» «» **» «* ““

!
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as the frequency of the technical i 

technical instructions. Furthermore 

meetings also help for the

asked form management staff and beneficiaries 

section 4.5.1,4.5.2 and 4.5.3.

mstructions and the 

11 has been identified
person who received the 

that the monthly site
progress of the project. Therefore three

questions were
and the results were summarized as in

4 5 i Monthly Site Meeting is Held

To check the influence to the success of the project by monthly site meeting the data 

was collected and summarized as in figure 6.

80% 1
70% 1

60%

50%
■ Beneficiaries-Suc40%
■ Management Staff30%
□ Beneficiaries-Unsuc20%

10%
70%

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Disagree agree

Figure 6: Frequency of monthly site meetings

that 77% of managing staff and 62% of beneficiaries in successful
It can be seen
project say monthly site meeting is held. 45% of beneficiaries in unsuccessful project

hile 39% of them say monthly site meeting is not
in unsuccessful project agreed that site meeting held.

beneficiaries experienced unsuccessful

have no idea about site meeting w 

held. Only 16% of beneficiaries 

Therefore it can be seen 

projects, people who agree is 

agree.

that among the
a lesser proportion compared to the people who do

Whom TechnicajJflMQlSiifiS-^^
4.5.2 To issued for several parties hence the

technical instructions were
collected to identify theIt can be found that the 

productivity of the project 
effectiveness of the technical instruction

data wasvaries. Therefore marizedas in figure 7.issued and it was sum



70% '

60% -

50% -

40% '

30% '

20% * ■ Workers
10% ' • FO Leaders

0% ' -i Third party

Figure 7: The person who the technical instructions were issued by technical staff

It is seen that 61 /o of beneficiaries with successful project say that the technical 

instructions were issued to farmer organization leaders and 1 l%and 28% instructions 

were issued to the workers and third party respectively. In a similar manner, members 

of the management staff say that 53% of instructions were issued to leaders of the 

farmer organization and 34% of instructions were issued to third party. But the 

beneficiaries having unsuccessful project say that 46% instructions issued to third 

party and 44% instruction issued to farmer organization.

4.5.3 Frequency of the Technical Instructions Issued

Also the Technical Instructions were 

were issued weekly basis, monthly 

summarized as in figure 8.

issued in different frequencies. Some of the instructions
collected andbasis and etc. Therefore data was



80% ' 
70% '

60% 1
50% 1
40% I

■ Beneficiaries-Suc

■ Management Staff 

a Beneficiaries-Unsuc

30% I

20% I

10% I

0%

Every Once a Twice a Once a 
day week

More
month month than a

month

Figure 8: Frequency of the technical instructions issued

Analyzing the figure 8 is can be seen that 77% of the Management Staff members say 

that technical instruction issued once a week and others say instruction issued twice 

month. Beneficiaries in successful projects say that 32% technical instruction issued 

once a week 49% technical instruction issued twice a month. But, beneficiaries having 

unsuccessful projects say that 36% instruction issued twice a week. Majority of the 

beneficiaries who had experienced unsuccessful projects, which is 46%, say that the 

instructions were issued one a month. Furthermore some of them say that the 

instructions were issued in more than one months

a

of management staff and the beneficiaries'' experienced^ general the members 
successful projects have same opinion on the questions asked and they admit that the

monthly meetings and the frequency of technical instructions given are acceptable and

of the farm organization. But there is a
the instructions were issued to the leaders

beneficiaries’ experienced unsuccessful
contradiction of the answers between the

ced unsuccessfulstaff. Beneficiaries who had experien
held properly and the technicalprojects and the management 

projects say that the monthly site meeting was not 
than a one months’ interval.

instructions issued are in monthly or more

4.6 Payments
directly affect forreasons are

nt delays due to some tor will be fedPayments procedure and payme 
the progress of the project. If the payment proce

dure is too long contrac
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Up, hence the quality will be reduced and in the
Also the delays are occurred due to quality T™ Ume ddayS ** occurred 

....... , , q llty contro1 report. In that case there are two

7b";r; t ,0 lack of qu,% io ,he—- *»—ITdelay. Therefore, two questions are included to the 

problems of the payment questionnaire to identify the 
process and to improve the process afterwards. The 

collected data are presented in section 4.6.1 and 4.6.2.

4.6.1 Payment procedure

At the initial stage it has been identified that the 

for the success of the project in different
payments are also significant factor 

ways. Therefore, one of the data 
collected on payment procedure, which is one of the major parameter which affects 

the payments of the mini irrigation projects.

was

jr
60% -j

50%

40%

■ Beneficiaries-Suc
30%

■ Management Staff 
m Beneficiaries-Unsucl_20%

110% H

CL
0%

Neutral Short Too 
Short

Too long Long

Figure 9: Payment procedure
and 65% beneficiaries in 

28% and 20%
f beneficiaries in successful projects

believe that payment procedu
think payment procedure

cessfui projects say

It is seen that 52% o 

unsuccessful projects 

beneficiaries 

respectively. Only 32% 

short respectively. 32% o 

and 16% think that 

general all three parties

re is long.
normal and short 

normal and

is long while 51% 
But in

in successful projects
and 4% beneficiaries ofunsuc

payment procedure
al and short respectively.

re is quite long.

f managing staff says
payment procedure is norm 

have admitted that the payment procedu
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■

4,6.2 Paymentarehejdui
dueto

affects the 

e stake hold 

reports. Therefo

lualit ^SUtroLreggrt

Payment

Another factor which 

reports. Sometimes th 

to quality control

overall
process is the 

je Payments
quality controlers experienced that th 

re’ the data Were held up due 
3nd Presented as in flgurewas collected10.

f igure 10: Payment arc held up due to quality' control report 

It is clear that more than 50% of responders in every category managing staff, 
beneficiaries of unsuccessful projects and beneficiaries of successful projects
admitted that the payments are held up due to quality control report.

In general all parties admitted that the payment procedure is quite long and the 

payments are held up due to quality control reports. The possible reasons for the 

lengthy payment procedure are due to lack of coordination among involving parties, 

imprest is not receiving continuously to the department by the treasury and FOs 

no. aware of .he payment procedure. Furthermore .he po»* —» f» h'W 

payments due to quality control reports are due to lack \ t) 
lack of awareness of th.,eating proccdtue aud aometime. i, might he the detay for the

technical officers side.

are

in the construction,



Time Management by the Beneficj4.7
aries

Time management is crucial in mini irrigation projects as in 

because the project is directly involved with the li 
necessary to see whether the Farm Organizati

any other major project 
ves of the farmers. Therefore it is

on have
the time and complete the project in given time 

regarding the duration of the time ei

enough knowledge of managing 

frame. First opinion
given. And then to identify the most delayed 

process. Two questions were asked form Farm Organizatio

staff and the collected data are summarized in section 4.7.1

was taken

ns and the 

and 4.7.2.
management

■

A 7.1 Duration given to complete a project is adequate 

Time factor is one of the most important factors for any project. But it is necessary to 
see whether the allocated time for the projects is adequate for the projects. Therefore
the data was collected regarding the matter and summarized as in figure 11

70%

60% i

50%

40% ■ Beneficiaries-Suc

■ Management Staff

■ Beneficiaries-Unsuc
30% !

20%

10% L
0% 4

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
agreeDisagree

duration given to complete a projectFigure 11: Adequacy of the
that the duration allocated tont staff members believe

f beneficiaries in successful projects also say 

hile 31% of them have

It is seen that 82% of manageme
complete a project is adequate. 61% o 

that the duration allocated to complete a proj
iect is adequate w

no idea about it. 46% of beneficiaries in unsuccessful proj
uate while 37% of them have no

iects believe that duration 

idea about it.
given to complete a project is adeq
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But in general majority of the beneficiari 

time allocated is adequate. But in the
es and the management staff believe that the

beneficiaries’same time few
successful and unsuccessful projects say the f experienced

6 al'°Cated for the project is no,adequate

4/7.2 What is the most Delays process in the project

construction project and the delay of a one project 
affects the overall progress of the project. Therefore data was collected and presented 

as in figure 12.

There are many processes in a

50%
45% •

If40%
y35%

30% -f 
25% f

■ Beneficiaries-Suc20%
15% ■ Management Staff
10%

M Beneficiaries-Unsuc
5% -
0%

<6*
S' 0 /f<v

Figure 12: Most delayed process in the project

When consider the management staffs’ responds, 49% say that the construction phase
27% say that the payment phase is the most delayed

al phase is the most delayed process and few of the
most delayed

is the most delayed process, 

process, 16% say that the approv
respondents say that the estimating and measurement phases

When consider the beneficiaries’ responds in successful project
, 30% say that the construction

, 45% say
process.
that the payment phase is the most delayed process

phase is the most delayed process, 16/o say tha

onsider the beneficiaries’

estimating phase is the most

responds in unsuccessful project,
delayed process. When c , 29% say that themost delayed process,is the50% say that the payment phase
construction phase is the most delayed pro

But in general members 
delayed process

that the measurement phase
, 13% say

nt staff believeof the manageme 
while the beneficiaries havingis the most delayed process 

that the construction phase is the most
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successful and unsuccessful projects believe that the 

delayed process. Payment process is the most

By summarizing the facts collected for the two 

for mention that the duration ei
question it can assume that the reasons

given to complete
beneficiaries is might be that they don’t hav

a project is not adequate by 

e knowledge about critical tasks in the 

a one task is completed instead of do the tasks 
simultaneously and without prioritizing the critical tasks. Funhermore, the majority of 

the management staff believes that the construction phase is the most delayed process 

and the beneficiaries believe that the payment phase is the most delayed process. It is

some

project, therefore they wait until

understandable that the different answers by the different groups because they 

sensitive to do different factors such as the view point of the management staff is
are

always the progress of the project while the view point of the beneficiaries are always

the payments.

4.8 Third Party Involvement

The major goal of awarding mini irrigation projects to Farm Organizations is to 

increase
have done is for them, hence they need to use 
was seen that many of the projects were done by a third party hence the prime 

objective is missing. Therefore it is necessary to identify the third party' involvement

for these projects.

the economy of the rural people and to make them feel that the work they
those infrastructures with care. But it

Third Party involvedManagLSqn^4.8.1
influence to theidentified that there might be

Therefore question has been asked and data
some

In previous questions it has been

of the project by a third party, 
collected and presented as in figure 13.

success

was
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60%

50% •

iililL
40%

30%
■ Beneficiaries-Suc

■ Management Staff 
1 Beneficiaries-Un

20%

sue10%

0%

Strongly Disagree Neutral 
Disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

Figure 13: Third party involved manage contract

It is seen that 59% of the beneficiaries in unsuccessful projects say there is a third 
party involvement to manage the contract while, 21% is neither agree nor disagree, 

also 20 /o say that there are no third party involvement for contract management. 44%

of the beneficiaries in successful projects say that the third party was involved to 

manage the contract while, 32% is neither agree nor disagree. Furthermore 24% say

that there is no third party involvement for contract management. 44% of the 

managing staff says that there is a third party involvement for manage the contract, 

39% neither agree nor disagree and 17% says that there is no third party' involvement 

for contract management.

that there is a third party involvement for managing 

it to increase the economical
But in general it can be seen
minor irrigation project even though the true purpose

towards the project by the beneficiaries. The possibleback ground and the attitudes
for the above mentioned problem are that the political influences

and lack of technical expertise of the

, financial
reasons
capabilities, attitudes of the beneficiaries 

beneficiaries. Sometime there are many cases 

awarded the contract but afterwards it 

some of the above mentioned reasons.

- that in the initial stage FOs were 

managed by a third parties due to all orwas
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4.9 Quality

Most significant parameter which i
15 seen to the end user iis the quality of the project, 

main factors were identified 

appropriateness of the machinery 

material used, other than the

Therefore it is necessary to maintain the
quality. Two 

construction as thewhich affect to the quality of the

used in earth work construction 

technical knowledge and experience which
and suitability of the

were identified iin previous sections. Two 
management staff and the beneficiaries 

collected data were summarized as in section 4.9.1 and 4.9.2.

questions were asked form the
and the

49J__Appropriate Machinery is used for earth work construction

Quality of the project is highly influenced by the machinery used. Since the minor 

irrigation projects majorly dealing with the earth works, the machineries used for 

earth work is highly affected to the quality of the project. Therefore the data was 

collected and presented on the appropriateness of the machinery used for earth work 

construction and presented as in figure 14.

60% i

50% j H
40% j i

■ Beneficiaries-Suc

■ Management Staff 
s Beneficiaries-Unsuc

30% j

20%

I I10%

0% 4 Strongly
agree

Neutral AgreeStrongly Disagree 
Disagree

arth work construcrion

jects believe that they have used 

while 26% have no

Machinery used lorFigure 14: Appropriateness
ies in successful proj

construction
idea. 46% ofI* is seen that 74% of beneficiaries 

for earth workrequired machinery
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beneficiaries in unsuccessful 

for earth work 

haven’t used required

Projects believe that th 
construction while 36% ha Cy have required 

ve no idea and
machinery 

l9% believe that theymachinery for
management staff believes that farm

earth work 

organizations haven’t 

no idea and 22%

construction. But, 54% of

required machinery for 
say that they used required

earth work construction, while 24% h 

machine for earth work.
ave

4JL.2 Suitable Material is used for constm^

the appropriate machineries, materials used have to be suitableSame as
and up to the

given project specifications. Data was collected to check whether the suitable 

materials were used and presented in figure 15.

70% i

60%

50%

40% ■ Beneficiaries-Suc

■ Management Staff 
□ Beneficiaries-Unsuc

30%

20%

s10%

0%
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly

agreeDisagree

Figure 15: Appropriateness of material used for construction

uccessful projects say that suitable 

e nor disagree and 14% say 

d 24% of the beneficiaries in

In the collected data 57% of the beneficiaries in 

material is used for construction while, 28% neither agre
construction. 60% anthat the suitable material is used for ial is used for construction while, 16%

that thethat the suitable mater
More than 60% of the

successful projects say 

neither agree nor disagree, 
suitable material is used tor constructio

management staff says
nor disagree and 20%d 19% neither agree

of them disagree to the statement.
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In general regarding t|1e
dPPropriateness of themanagement staff believe that the machineries 

machineries haven’t be
members of the 

en used while
aPpropriate

most of the beneficiaries havi
ng successful and

have used appropriate machineries for 
contradictory ideas

unsuccessful projects believe ihat ihey
eons'ruction work Possible

reasons for havingon appropriateness of them
achinery are that theexactly knows the management staff 

machineries but the beneficiaries
appropriateness of the 

don not have much idea about th
required i 

e recluired machineries. Sometime beneficiaries thinkthat the machineries they used is 

project specifications.
appropriate even though they are not up to given

But in general all the parties have admitted that the 

for construction but few
suitable materials have been 

management staff were disagree for the 

answers might be based on the project 
on some minor irrigation project. But overall it 

be concluding that the material used is suitable for the construction.

used
members of the

statement. The possible reason is that the 

involved of the personal experience
can

4.10 Chapter Summary

Data Analysis carried out according to the data collected from three category such 

that management staff, beneficiaries having successful projects and beneficiaries 

having unsuccessful projects. All the data analyzed under eight categories such as 

Experience of the beneficiaries, financial capacities. Resources. Communication with 

beneficiaries, Payments. Time Management by the beneficiaries. Third part} 

involvement and Quality. Data analysis and discussion carried out results comparing

of all three category.

stalYand beneficiaries about 
is not

It can be seen two different viewpoints of management
Financial capacity of farmer organizationexperience of the beneficiaries, 

sufficient for the carryout construction projects. but there is no given mobilization
satisfied level in construction

Beneficiaries involvements are notadvance also, 

projects.

All the group responds lor data 
involvements are (here in beneficiary participatio

technical instruction issued also some 

agreed that payment procedure and some

that third partycollecting agreed some percentage
nstruction projects. Frequency ofn co

there. All the partiescontradiction results are
are exists for delays in constructionbarriers
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bj|| payments. Results say most delay process arf> «« ,•y P ess are construction stage and payment
stage and although all agreed suitable material used for construction, management
staff says that beneficiaries, they are not used suitable machinery for construction.
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5. CONCLUSION AND
Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion

Participatory Irrigation Management i 

users, target group of irrigation 

on decision

operation and maintenance 

beneficiaries participation in minor i 

for success of Participatory Irrigation Man 

during the data analysis of the questioners as follows;

is the concept that farmers 
management, participate with lrrigati 

making and conducting irrigation activities in

or irrigation water
on Department 

aspect of construction and
process. In this research how effective farmers or 

irrigation construction and what are the solution
agement. Many problems were identified

Beneficiaries having both successful and unsuccessful projects believe that they have 
enough concreting work and earthwork experience while officers of the management
staff believe that the experience is not enough for carry out the projects. The possible

reason for having two different viewpoints is that the technical knowledge and the 

expected level of experience are different due to educational and professional

background of the individuals.

According to the result management staff thinks that farmers’ organizations don’t
out construction of the projects.have enough financial capabilities to carry 

Beneficiaries with successful projects believe they have enough Financial Capacity
clear idea about their Financialand beneficiaries with unsuccessful projects have no

Advance also would not received by the farmers’ 

factor for success of a project, 

rs’ organizations is a considerable factor

Capacity. Mobilization 

organization.
Therefore, financially strengthening of farme

Financial capacity is very important

for P1M system.
that they involved construction works of the

Beneficiaries in successful projects say 

project. But management 

beneficiaries are not 

human resource for the farmer 

the construction doing 

to develop the attitudes 

concept and enhance the econoni)

nsuccessful projects say that 
be used as a

in usin IT and beneficiaries
iistruction work. Beneficiaries can

in construction process
iiribution of farmers in order

about irrigation engineering

involving the co . The concept ot
organization

anizntion coi 

of* the farmers
tkiaries through the co

with the farmers org

and knowledge
of the bene

nstruction.
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Communication is very ilmPortant another factor jn
Management staff and beneficiari 

meetings are held. Beneficiaries having 

meetings are not held. There

any construction project, 
successful projects admitted thnes in

at monthly site 

monthly site 

However, 
to obtain the

“"successful projects say ^
may be

vepy acceptable and
many reasons ^or that situation, 

commonly used method
monthly site meeting is 

good progress.

All the parties admitted that technical instructions are given to third

farmer leaders. And also all the parties say in section 4.8 that third 

are there in

party as well as 
party involvements 

many reasons in involvement in third 

capacity of the famers organization. 

... other relevant authorities, least

construction projects. There may be 

party for construction work such that financial

communication ability with irrigation staff and 

involvement of farmers, altitudes of farmers, etc.

Technical Instruction given frequency also very is very important for the progress and 

the quality of a project. Management Staff says that technical instruction is given once 

a week. Most of beneficiaries of both successful projects and unsuccessful projects 

say that technical instruction is issued twice a month and once a month.

Most ol the beneficiaries in both successful and unsuccessful projects sav that 

payment procedure is long. But management staff says that payment procedure 

and long. Payment procedure may be long and sometimes it will be an 

of beneficiaries about payment procedure. All the parties admitted that

payments are held up due to quality control report.

All the parties admitted that duration given 

delayed process in projects is payments 

delay construction also delay due

average

unawareness

to complete a project is adequate and the 

; and construction stages. When payment 

to failure of cash flow maintenance.
most

ial is used for construction but management 
used for earth work construction whileAll the parlies believe that suitable matei

suitable machineiv not for earth work construction, 

may cause

staff says that
beneficiaries believe that they us

ed suitable machinery thisof beneficiariesmachinery
ol* appropriate

benelicinries and Manageme
Due to unawareness 

contradiction result between

nt Staff.

be seen that 

irrigation project
terS identified it can

results obtained tor eight paramo 

do not improve to the success
0f the minorBy considering the 

some of the parameters
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such as time allocated for the 

allocated for the projects
Proiect- Because

everyone has 3^reed that the timeare enough.

The main objective of this
benefits such as economic growth of their fami|- ^ benefk'aries gel enou8h 

irrigation projects. Maintaining the quality of leTl"8 ^ °f'°W"erShiP °f 

rehabilitation will be in conform to both 

engineering principle. It can be seen that

project for 
farmers’ requirement and i

durability and 

- irrigation 

successful but 

recommendation

some of the things have been
some areas have to be improved to achieve a 

the initiatives to be taken to miti
greater success. In the 

mitigate the effects from identified problems have been
described further.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the findings from the research the following recommendation can be 

originated for future similar projects implementing using government or donor funds.

At the initial stage of the project there should be provision to arrange training program 

to up lift knowledge of the farmer organization leaders and farmers about the area of

earth work and concrete work and payment procedure of the government. Fanner 

organizations should be strengthening in financially. Maintaining the cash flow during

According to the government regulation 

paid if they provide mobilization advance bond obtain 

they have capacity to provide such bank bond

maintain the cash flow of the construction 

whatever the amount

the construction is very important, 

mobilization advance can be 

from the Commercial Bank. But 

to barriers of the advance payment, to

. Due

monthly bill for farmer organization
makes process to obtain the imprest form theproject recommends to pay

of the bill. Irrigation Department n and the farmers is very imponarn. 
ite meeting, frequently site visits 

FOs leaders and farmers as

with FOs leaders and continues 

involvement

treasury. Communication with l-aimei Oi^ani

nninicnlion; monthly s 

istivction should be give
In order to maintain good com

at least once a week, technical h
unication

possible as. When maintain the good tomm

cash llow of the con
and policy

iect third party 

hould be aware
struction proje 

makers s
about the

support to maintain he 

will be minimum and also politic'311

PIM.
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Ucconiiuciulalic5.3 >»s for Fut
Urc '^search

In this research it was '•sealed that t|le third

affected to the 

recommended to have future

Data collection is done officers involve in , .
construction projects. It might be a

.....- farmer

Tl’ere,0'e " ra0"'“,,dS«»-col,ec,ion««ou,

who not involve construction process.

Party involvemnot fotind that what extent it was ents are there. But it 
Participatory irrigation

was
concept. Therefore, it is management

research in this area.
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APPENDIX

The questionnaire used for the 

The questionnaire used for the
survey - Beneficiaries

survey - Management Staff2.
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Appendix 1

Questionnaire to Beneficiaries 

STATE FUNDED MINER
effectiveness of community participation IN 

irrigation rehabilitation
PROJECTS

Office use onlv j
1 “m 8 MSC ““ Pr0j“‘ Of UOM ,tL—7
requirements ,o conduc, a fie,d survey regardmg ,he ab„e J. ^

kind assistance and co-operation and assure vnnr, ,, ^ y°Ur °f conTidentiality regarding information
revealed by you

J
course

GeneralA.

A. 1 YourDS Division.

A.2 Your sub project

According to your knowledge with the minor irrigation constriction projects,

B. Experience

B. 1 The beneficiaries have enough concreting experiei

structure of the project

to carry out irrigation

Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree

experia.ee ,0 cany oulllicprqiuc,

Strongly agree
The beneficiaries have enough ea 

Strongly Disag
AgreeNeutralDisagreeree
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Beneficiaries financial capacitiesC.

Famer organization has enough financialC.l capacities to do construction works
DisagreeStrongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

C.2 Famer organization receive mobilization advance

Availability of resourcesD.

D. 1 Beneficiaries are involve for construction works

DisagreeStrongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

CommunicationE.

Monthly site meeting is heldE.l

Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree

To whom technical instruction issuedE.2

Third partyWorkers FO Leaders

Frequency of the Technical instruction issued
E.3 More than a monthmonthOnce amonthTwice aEvery day Once a week

*2



payments
F.

Payment procedure
F.l

Long NeutralToo long
Short Too short

j

F.2 Payment are held up due to quality control report

Strongly Disagree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly agree
I
j

Time ManagementG.

Duration given to complete a project is adequateG.l

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

G.2 What is the most delayed process in the project?

PaymentsMeasurementConstructionEstimatingApproval

H Third party involvement

H.l. Third party involved manage contract
Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree
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Qualityf

Appropriate machinery iry ls used f0

Strongly Disagree

Suitable material i1.4 >s used for construction
Strongly Disagree



Appendix 2 

Questionnaire to Management Staff
effectiveness of community

PARTICIPATION 
miner irrigation rehabilitation projects IN STATE FUNDED

Office use only

I am a MSc Construction Project management 

course requirements to conduct a field 

kind assistance and

student, of UOM and it iis one of the 

I earnestly 

assure your of confidentiality

survey regarding the above title, 
co- operation andrequest your 

regarding information revealed by you

A. General

A. 1 Your Working District

According to your knowledge with the minor irrigation constriction projects,

B. Experience

The beneficiaries have enough concreting experience to carry out irrigation 

structure of the project

B.l

Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree

beneficiaries have enough earth work experience to carry out the project
B.2 The

Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree

Beneficiaries financial capacitiesC.
■ties to do construction works

It financial capacC.l Famer organization has enoug
Strongly agreeAgree

NeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree

mobilization advance
Q-2 Famer organization receive

1



Availability of resourcesD-

Beneficiaries are involve forD.l construction works

Disagree I NeutralStrongly Disag ICC
Agree Strongly agree

CommunicationE.

Monthly site meeting is heldE.l

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

E.2 To whom technical instruction issued

Third partyFO LeadersWorkers

Frequency of the Technical instruction issuedE.3

Twice a month I Once a month I More than a monthOnce a weekEvery day

F. Payments

F.l Payment procedure
Too shortShort' NeutralToo long Long

trol reportPayment are held up due to qualitv con

1 Neutral

E.2 Strongly agreeDisagree
Strongly Disagree [ Agree
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Time ManagementG.

Duration given to complete a project i 

gjj^giyDisa g re e Disagree

G.l s adequate

Neutral Agree Strongly agree

What is the most delayedG.2 piocess in the project?

EstimatingApproval Construction Measurement Payments

Third party involvementH

H. I. Third parly involved manage contract

Strongly Disagree j Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

Quality1

Appropriate machinery is used tor earth work construction1.1

Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree Disagree

Suitable material is used for construction1.2
Strongly agreeAgreeNeutralStrongly Disagree | Disagree
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